Absmr-Tbis paper deals with the task allocation problem in multi-robot systems. We propose a completely distributed architecture, where robots dynamically allocate their tasks while they are building their plans. We k t focus on the problem of simple "goto" tasks allocation: our approach involves an incremental task allocation algorithm based on the Contmcr-Ner protocol. We introduce a parameter called equily coefiienl in order to equilibrate the workload between the different robots and to contml the triggering of the auction pmess. Then, we address the problem raised by temporal constraints between tasks, by dynamically specifying temporary hierarchim among the tasks. Tests run in simulation quantify the benefits of our improvements.
B. Problem sratement
A multi-robot control architecture implies the development of three main decisional abilities: mission planning, task allocation and coordinated task achievement [I], [2] . Analysis is restricted here to task allocation issues. The mission is a partially ordered set of tasks. This may be the result of a previous mission decomposition phase. Coordination and resource-conflict issues that are involved when the robots effectively achieve their tasks once they are allocated [3] are not addressed here. Given a system of several robots, and given a mission, we want the robots to allocate all the tasks to each other and build their plans accordingly in order to complete the mission. They should also be able to dynamically modify the allocation, and consequently their plans, to adapt to changes in the environment or to new requests issued by the operator. The system must have dynamic allocation and planning abilities, and must satisfy constraints on energy resources and communication ranges, that are both limited. Also, all the robots must ensure sufficient energy to go hack to their starting point when their tasks are achieved.
One main goal of this work is to keep the architecture distributed among the robots so as to gain scalability, robustness and reactivity, with the drawback that the solution's optimality is not guaranteed.
In the context of COMETS, the tasks the system of robots must achieve consist of (i) navigation tasks (i.e. reach a given position), and (ii) perception tasks. The latter tasks can be achieved while the UAV hovers at a given position, or while it follows a predefined path (e.g circling around a given target), but they can also imply the simultaneous presence of several UAVs, hovering or moving according to predefined geometric patterns. Therefore, two distinct problems must be solved 1) allocation and planning of navigation tasks, 2) constraints on tasks schedules which enable the system to deal with complex tasks that need synchronization of robots activities.
The lint problem is a multi Traveling Salesmen Problem (often referred as m-TSP). The second problem is an extension of the previous one, in which constraints on the execution dates of the tasks must be satisfied it is possible to stipulate for a task the date when it must be started with respect to the start date of another task.
For the first problem, we aim at minimizing a global criteria (the longest trip) while Contract-Net only takes into account local data. We introduce in Contract-Net a global parameter which helps the optimization the criteria. It also helps to control the auctions generation in the system.
For the second problem, the robots must share up-to-date data that describe the constraints on the tasks and need to plan the tasks that are l i e d together accordingly, without disrupting the bidding process of Contract-Net. This will be done with the temporary assignment of masterlslave role to the robots depending on the tasks that have been allocated. The challenge lies in avoiding the use of a centralized planning algorithm.
C. Related work
Rabideau et al. made a comparison of several methods for tasks allocation in (41. They emphasize algorithms with three degrees of distribution, the most distributed one is based on the Contract-Net protocol. In [5] Bellmgham et al. successfully implement in simulation an algorithm for the optimal peer coordination problem, their algorithm does not address the problem of synchronization between tasks and can be classified in level 2 from [4]. Dias and Stenz also studied various approaches to the task allocation problem with multiple robots [6] and came to the point that distributed algorithms based on Contract.Net suit the needs. Note that a number of distributed schemes for task allocation in multi-robot domains have been proposed in the literature. One of the first is [7] . ALLIANCE [SI is a distributed behavior-based architecture, which uses motivations that enablelinhibit behaviors, resulting in tasks (re)allocation. To our knowledge, on the problem of allocation and planning of non-independent tasks in a distributed multi-robot system, only one paper from Kaka and Stentz [201 presents preliminary results on the sweeping perimeter problem. In this work, the temporal window taken into account is very small, the coordination is explicit between a limited number of robots (one robot and his two neighbors), and the marketbased approach is not fully exploited since the auctions imply three agents only.
Contract-Net

D. Outline
The next section introduces an equity coeflcient that is used in the bids evaluation and to control the auction generation process within Contract-Net. Quantitative simulation results obtained on the m-TSP problem illustrate the improvements brought hy the consideration of this coefficient with respect to a plain Contract.Net approach. Section III deals with the introduction of time constrained tasks. It shows that the introduction of simple execution date contraints can help to cope with cooperative tasks, that are either requested by an operator or automatically generated within the system, to establish communication relays for instance. Finally, a discussion concludes the paper.
CONTRACT-NET WITH EQUITY
In the classic market-based approach, each agent (for us robots) can make a public auction for one of its tasks, and then the other robots can bid on that task using a given cost function. The winner of the bidding process gets the task and must insen it in its plan. In order to drive the process toward an optimal solution, one agent can sell a task only if the bidden cost for the execution of that task is at least less than a certain amount of its own execution cost (generally 10% less). The cost function we will use here is simple and is calculated from the distance the robot will travel.
A. Equity factor
The aim is to obtain an allocation that minimizes the length of the longest trip, which also can be seen as minimizing the duration of the mission. Our idea is to address this global optimization problem by considering two aspects: first, ContraCt.Net is used to assign tasks to the robots at a low cost so as to keep the total distance haveled hy the team of robots not too far from optimality, and second, equity is enforced between the robots so as to really distribute the tasks among them and obtain a mission which is as short as possible. . C i < 0 : robot A has a too small plan with respect to . C i > 0 : robot A is overloaded with respect to the other
the other robots.
robots.
B. Equity factor and task evaluation
In Contmct-Net a task is allocated to the robot which can insert it in its plan for the lowest cost; also the robot should not be too overloaded. For that the evaluation the robot makes for a task is modified by taking into account its Ceq. The utility the robot A compuies for the task TI (utA(T1)) is corrected in d A ( T , ) by :
Ut'A(Tl) =&(TI) -c : x lutA(T1)I
This correction is applied to the utility computed by both the auctioneer and the bidder. By this mean Contract-Net is influenced the way we want :
. A robot with a high workload will more easily reallocate its tasks and will get new tasks with more difficulty because its utility for the tasks is lowered.
. On the contrary, a robot with a low workload will be more easily allocated new tasks but will give up its own tasks with more difficulty because its utility for the tasks is increased.
C. Control of the auctions generation
The problem here is we do not want several auctions being launched at the same time. Basically, the ContmctNet pmrocol does not provide any details when the agents of the system can start an auction, and other papers do not emphasize this point either. Our need is to keep the system entirely distributed, so we do not want an authority which would give the right to the robots in turns, and we want to keep the system dynamic so we do not want to give to each agent a static list which would define the turns for the auctions.
Our solution is inspired by the token-ring networks in which a token passes from one computer to another to give them the authorization to send their data over the network. Here the .token allows the robot .to.make an auction. I ) Token circu1ation;'The robot that has got the token is the auction leader. If another robot is willing to make an auction, it can ask for the token to the current auction leader. It sends its request along with its Ceq. The owner of !he token collects all the requests, it is also allowed to request for the token. It then randomly chooses the next owner of the token, using a random distribution based on the collected C , , (the more a robot is overloaded, the higher chance it has to get the token). This is done to help overloaded robots to reallocate their tasks.
2) Token creation: When a robot wants to make an auction, but nobody has the token, it then creates a token and uses itself to make an auction, the process is started spontaneously ! Because of communication delay, it may happen that several robots create a token at the same time, this is why we specify the following behavior :
If a robot that is not currently an auctioneer receives several auctions at the same time, it then bids on the auction which has the higher priority ie the higher C , ,
(the auctioneer gives its C,, along with the auction). The other auctions are ignored. If a robot that is currently an auctioneer receives other auctions, it keeps on its own auction only if it has the highest C, , , else it cancels its auction and can bid on 'the auction with the highest priority.
D. Results
A typical mission allocation and execution goes this way:
(1) A set of tasks is given to the system (either directly by an operator, or issued from a decomposition process). (2) The base station is also a Contract-Net agent except that it has a high priority (an artificially high equity factor) and will never make a hid. The base starts making auctions with the tasks of the mission and goes on until all tasks are allocated to the scenario groupedno equity groupedequity scatterednoequity scatteredequity 1 u(I) min (1) We based all our tests on the same mission: 50 points picked up in the environment have to be visited by a team of 4 -robots. The points have been uniformly randomly generated once in this environment. In order to show.the interest of our equity coeflcient, we run scenarii with the coefficient disabled (we give it a fixed value so as to mimic a plain ContractNet pmtocol). Another important point is how the robots are firstly distributed in the environment. If they are scattered (the usual situation when Contract-Net is used) each robot is 'implicitly amibuted a different area, the area,snrrounding its initial position, because of the cost function which is based on traveled distance. If they are initially grouped around a same point (which is mostly the case in operational situation), the problem is more difficult.
The results presented in table I show that the solution obtained with the equity coefficient is improved by a factor of 2.4 over the standard Contraci.Net, if the robots are scattered, the improvement factor drops to 1.3. This is due to the fact that the solution found by the standard protocol is already a good one. The interest of o w method is that it works well even if the initial situation is not favourable. On the other side the allocation process is about 20% longer (more auctions are done) with the equity coefficient enabled.
III. TIME-CONSTRAINED TASKS I N A DISTRIBUTED
ENVIRONMENT
The problem of constrained tasks allocation and planning for a system of multiple robots is commonly addressed with a centralized planner such as GRAMMPS [21] . We sketch here how we deal with simple time constrained tasks in our distributed environment.
'SiMuRob (Simulation Multi-Robot) is a lava application developed at LAAS-CNRS and can be freely downloaded at m . l a a s . f r / 'tlemaire/. 
A. Execution around date d
This constraint means that we will try to have a given task executed more or less at a given date. This constraint enables the system to deal with constraints on relative date of execution of several tasks expressed numerically: TI and Tz simultaneously or TI n seconds before of after Tz. We choose to put the constraint execution amund date d on the tasks for several reasons :
. This constraint is soji, which means that there is an infinite number of solutions that satisfy it, the distributed allocation algorithm will more easily find a solution, even a bad one, and will not end to dead-lock. The quality of satisfaction for such a constraint is easily measurable, and then we are able to take into consideration this measure when we evaluate its utility for a given robot. The quality of satisfaction for the constraint can be directly included in the bid of our Contract-Net pmtocol.
The information needed to plan such canstrained tasks is very limited and will not overload the communication bandwidth between the robots.
B. Constrained tasks tree
The constraint can be used for example to enforce simultaneous execution of two tasks. One task TI which is planned for execution at date dl puts on task TZ the constraint execution amunddate d l . The task TI is said to be the mother task, and task TZ the child task.
Temporally, TI is defined by a startDate dl (the date when it can be executed at the earliest), and a phnnedStartDate (the date when it will actually be executed). Tz has the same attributes plus an expededStartDate dl (the preferred date for its execution).
The allocation process must allocate TI before T2 (because we need to know dl for bidding on Tz). but the tasks can be reallocated later. It is important to note that only Tz is constrained, TI is allocated and firstly planned as usual. After the allocation process, the master robot RA (the one which will be executing T I ) will choose plannedStartDate for both TI and Tz, the robot RB (the one which will be executing T z ) is called the slave robot. Since the system is dynamic, changes can be made to the plans of RA and Re. If it happens, the slave robot only informs its master of the changes in its plan, it sends the new startDate for that task and then the master robot computes a new plannedStartDate for the execution of the two tasks which is acceptable by both RA and RB.
The relation masterlslave between the robots is local in time (only for the execution of the considered tasks), and temporary because the tasks can be reallocated to other robots. So this is quite different from the TraderBots architecture [15].
Figure 2 presents a tree of tasks and focus on the data that are exchanged in order to plan the tasks, and figure 3 sketches the allocated tasks from the robot point of view. The synchronization between robots is actually accomplished with the introduction of idle periods in the robots plans.
C. Evaluation of the utility of a task
Now the quality of satisfaction for the constraints which weight on the tasks of the plan is to be taken into account. Previously we computed the cost of a plan with its len-4; now we add a term for each task which reflects the constraint satisfaction quality. We call this term deltaDate, for the constrained task T, the formula is : deltaDatei = IstartDate, -expededStartDateil + Z d e h~D a t e ,~ j where deltaDate,, comes from the children tasks Tij of task T,. These children tasks are either allocated to the same robot or to another one.
The utility of a plan can now be computed by the formula :
The robot bids on a task with the value (planUtility' -planuitility) where planUtility and planutility' are respectively the utility of the plan before and ajier the insertion of the task.
The factor k is here to normalize the sum. In fact we add two quantities movingCost and deltaDate which are not of the same nature. This becomes false if the movingCost is computed with the time needed by the robots to go from one point to another. One can understand k as a scale factor, k = Fig. 4. This screenshot presents a plane p l l which is watching out an area  and a blimp bp2 which is a communication relay between p l l and 0.1 (it is the typical value we use.) means that we find the periods when the robot is idle 10 times less important than when the robot is active.
D. Time consistency of the plans
We must ensure that the time constrained tasks are planned correctly to prevent the system from ending into deadlock. Here again we use a very basic planner, not really efficient, hut very easy to implement and which clearly maintains consistency of the plans. Each child task is tagged with an expededSturtDate, the planner will insert the task into the plan so as to respect the local chronology between children When a modification occurs in the plan, we use a simple hut rough process to maintain this local consistenty: if two children tasks are not in the chronological order, they are swapped.
Assuming that the plans are incrementally built, the local consistency ensures the global consistency. Indeed, the synchronization is reached by inserting idle periods into the plans of the robots so a robot waits even a long time for synchronization rather than trying to swap tasks.
E. Implemented tasks
Two new types of task have k e n implemented in our simulation to illustrate constrained tasks: wurchout and comreluy.
The watch& task consists for the robot to travel around a rectangular area to be monitored and the robot must keep communication with the base. If the communication l i i between the base and the robot cannot he maintained during the execution of the task, then the robot should generate a comrelay task between it and the base which is to he executed by another robot at the same time the watch-out task is executed. The com-relay task can be recursive, which means that several robots can be needed to effectively maintain communication between the base and the robot which will be watching out the area. Figure 4 illustrates these two tasks.
E Results
Here the results are more qualitative. The simulator shows that even with very simple planning algorithms in a distributed environment, we manage to allocate and plan a mission .tasks of this plan. correctly. Figure 5 presents what we obtain with our simulator on some examples. It illustrates the strategy found by the team: since for the watch-out tasks two robots are needed (one for the given task, and one more for the corn-relay), we can see that the four robots are split into two teams of two robots and each team takes care of a part of the environment. When there remains only three robots, the solution is more complex and less structured, but is valid and does not appear to be very sub-optimal.
Iv. DISCUSSION AND PERSPECTIVES
A. A simple planner
The planner we use to insert the tasks into the plans of the robots is very simple, it adds a task by choosing the hest index inside the current tasks list to execute the new task. We also added an improvement procedure for the plans which is based on an r-opt algorithm from [22]. This algorithm tries to locally improve the plan by swapping r-tasks. We implemented the algorithm for T = 2 which eliminates most of the loops we could observe in the plans of the robots before.
Even if the two blocks (planner and plan optimization) we use are not very efficient, we think this architecture is interesting for a planner used in collaboration with ContructNet. A simple but fast planner can rapidly compute a bid to participate to an auction. And a more elaborate algorithm can improve the current plan to alleviate the limitations of the fast planner. This algorithm could compute a whole new plan or uy to modify the current plan. It can be run periodically and/or when important changes occur in the current plan.
B. Types of construints
In our current implementation we deal with a relaxed problem of temporal contraints. Tasks may be numerically partially ordered the constraint between TI and TZ cannot be "TI before T2" but must be "2'1 n seconds before 7'2''. As far as we know, the problem of distributed constrained tasks allocation is still unsolved.
C. Various inerrics for tusk evuluution
Mataric' et al. introduces in [131 a metric for task evaluation depending on the kind of the task which is being auctioned. This enables the system to work with a great variety of tasks. In our case, we have a few types of tasks but they can be used in different contexts. A good metric depends on the context of the mission rather than on the tasks themselves, this metric might be chosen by an operator or automatically determined by the system when an alarm is detected for example. Such meuics could be :
. A meuic based on the energy necessary to achieve a given task. It could be used when the robots have to watch-out an area, must detect alarms,. . . In these cases one wants the system to save energy so as the mission could he executed a longer time.
. A metric based on the rim necessary to achieve a given task. Rescue missions for example can benefit from a reduced execution time.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have successfully developed a totally distributed architecture for multi-robot tasks allocation. The Contract-Net protocol has been enhanced with a token based system which manages the turns for the auctions independently of any external authority and is associated with an innovatory stop criterion. Our algorithm takes into account both a cost computed by the planner of the robot and a global attribute called equiry coeficienr. This kind of simple attribute is welladapted to distributed platform since its value is indicative and thus does not require ideal communication between the robots, and we demonstrate that it can substantially improve the performance of the whole system.
On another side, an open problem is pointed ant: the design of planning algorithms that can be run on a distributed platform with limited communication bandwidth such as a system of robots. Another difficult point is the robustness of the algorithm when communication is temporally lost. We demonstrate with our simulation that this is feasible, but with several limitations such as the kind of available constraints that can weight on the tasks.
